
About Barry O's
BBQ Challenge

Overview

American Pinball is proud to announce

Barry Oursler's �nal all-new design,

commemorating his illustrious 46-year

career in game design. In honor of

Barry, we're excited to introduce ‘Barry

O’s BBQ Challenge’ - a pinball adventure

that captures the essence of summer

fun and embodies the spirit of

neighborhood BBQ Festivals across

America. Available in two delectable

editions - Limited and Classic - each

game is seasoned to perfection, ready

to become the centerpiece of your

collection. Commemorating Barry's

legacy, the royalties from 'Barry O's BBQ

Challenge' will be directed to his estate,

supporting his family and continuing his

impactful contribution to the world of

pinball.



Story & Setting

Crafted with the durability of the �nest

smokers and featuring vibrant

animations, 'Barry O’s BBQ Challenge'

promises endless entertainment and

joy. This game is a tribute not just to

Barry's legacy in pinball design but also

to the rich culture of barbecue, making

it an essential addition for both pinball

enthusiasts and barbecue a�cionados.

The development of 'Barry O’s BBQ

Challenge' represents a collaborative

e�ort that merges the expertise of

seasoned professionals and innovative

talents. Steven Bowden spearheaded

the creation of the game's complex

rules, while Joel Schober and Casey

Butler being instrumental in software

and engineering and guaranteeing a

responsive and engaging gameplay.

David Thiel elevated the game's auditory

landscape through meticulous sound

engineering and the composition of a

festive theme soundtrack,

complemented by Matt Kern's authentic

voice production and his skill at �nding

amazing voice talent.

Contributions from Steve Bowden,

Dennis Nordman and Ryan McQuaid in

design assistance played a vital role in

re�ning the game's play�eld, creating a

compelling and immersive experience.

The visual and interactive elements of

the game were brought to life under the

art direction of Jack Haeger, with Dan

Hughes providing the artwork, and

animations crafted by Jessica Durbala



The Limited model is exclusive, and once it is sold out, only Classic models will be

available.

We are con�dent that 'Barry O’s BBQ Challenge' will be a great addition to your

collection and will be enjoyed by players of all skill levels. For more information or to

place your order, please contact your American Pinball distributor today.

and Bobby Llereza. The mechanical

integrity and design, managed by Zo�a

Ryan and Mitesh Pithva, along with

Benjamin Kibler's project management,

ensured the game's seamless operation.

Through this collective expertise, 'Barry

O’s BBQ Challenge' not only pays

homage to Barry Oursler's remarkable

legacy but also captures the essence of

pinball.
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Support and FAQ

Here is a detailed breakdown of the pricing and contents for each edition:

EDITION LIMITED TO FEATURES PRICE

Limited Edition 100

Red Powder Coated

Side Armor, Aura

Lighting System Pre-

Installed, Magic

Glass, Shaker,

Knocker, Limited

BBQ Red Cooking

Apron, Limited

Edition Brass Plate

$8,495.00

Classic Edition N/A Standard Features $6,995.00

https://www.american-pinball.com/distributors
https://www.american-pinball.com/games/barry-os-bbq-challenge/img/hot-sauce-and-hot-rods.jpg
https://www.american-pinball.com/support/


Barry O's Barbecue Challenge Hot Sauce
and Hot Rods

We've got you covered



WHERE THE MAGIC HAPPENS
American Pinball Inc.

500 S. Hicks Rd.

Palatine, IL 60067

(847) 893-6800

info@americanpinball.com

americanpinball.com

Product Registration Service Code Updates

Order Galactic Tank Force
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